Is there anything your child is missing about school?
Friends but we FaceTime.
Missing her friends, not seeing other kids and being a single child make her sad sometimes. She say she
doesn't like learning without her friends.
Friends and being in class, looking after the little ones
Friends and teachers
Friends
His Teacher and his friends and just the school environment.
Friends, very lonely at the moment as an only child.
Their friends
He is really missing school, mainly his friends and the structure/routine.
She misses her friends and teacher although extremely greatful for the stories every evening from Mrs ferris
Friends
Friends and school dinners
Friends, learning resources
Socialising and teachers
Her teacher, friends and playtime
Interacting with other children.
They are both missing there teachers and friends but mainly the support because I am not a teacher but I try
my best
They are both missing their teacher, the classroom & how engaging both the teacher & classroom is. They also
miss their friends greatly.
Mrs Baker
Their friends and the Structure
He misses seeing his teacher. He speaks about him constantly.
Friends and teacher
Face to face contact with the children. Maybe face time!
Friends
Seeing friends and staff
Friends! Group activities.

Friends and food.
Friends and routine
Everything - particularly the structure,learning and the social aspects
Social aspects. Collaborative learning.
She is missing her friends and finds it slightly easier to learn without a crazy toddler in the mix
Friends
Their friends
Friends
Friends
Their friends
The structure!
Friends and teachers

Is there any extra support the school could offer during the school
closures?
No thank you. Happy with how things are x
You’re doing a fab job with comms, weekly work set and Teddy loves getting house points for
everything he completes. Reception don’t seem to get many house points in comparison for the
same work completed.
Weekly One to one with her teacher, phone or online is fine. Online classes if possible but
understand it's not available to all. Personal homework pack targeting children with EHCP
Extra work when required
No
We would prefer real reading books, the online ones try to be interactive which is just too
distracting!
Maybe occasional class webchats if possible for those who would like to join in
No I think the school has been exceptional in these tough times and very supportive and helpful
Explain more about the subject
No thank you for all you have done and continue to do. We find it tricky because we’re both
working but honestly don’t know what more you could do to help!
No.

Nothing I can think of the teachers has been amazing. Some days I find it hard to motivate
Alana
For me trying to juggle working (full time) from home whilst trying to homeschool 3 children (age 5
- reception, 9 Y5 & 11 Y7) incredibly difficult & sometimes overwhelming, but I don’t feel that the
school can do anything differently or additionally to make this any easier. It is tough all round.
No, doing a brilliant job
For us it’s having the time around working and ways to get Stan to engage with the tasks active
learning is better the project has been easier to Facilitate than the block learning of English and
maths
The support has been brilliant. Getting my child’s work looked at and responded to on a daily
basis is wonderful. And the fact that his still achieving house points and rewards for his efforts is
really keeping him motivated. The work is varied and interesting, overall I’m extremely pleased
with the outstanding support we are receiving during this very challenging time.
Not sure
Cant think of anything
I feel you are doing an amazing job at giving us a range of things to do at home and we pick what
we want to do from that. We have found it has been harder to motivate this week with not having
maths and English.
Maybe a class zoom/FaceTime for older children?
Need more advice on how to make kids do their work..
Zoom lessons for core subjects
N/a
No
No I think her teacher is being fab as are all the staff in communicating with us and our child
Not sure
No
No your doing a great job
Volume of work not an issue just impossible to engage child at all and very reluctant to do
anything that isn’t a computer game
Nope
No, you are all doing so much, and we really appreciate everything you are doing to keep us all
happy!

